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*** Complimentary product received in exchange for an honest review. ***

The Art of Card Games
Funnybone Toys creates card games, games, toys, and gifts for lovers of good design. These
art-inspired products can be found in a variety of lovely places. Places like museum stores,
independent book stores, toy stores, design stores and home stores.
We can even be found in some national chain stores. Our award winning games are also valued
by the education, special education, and innovation industries. Funnybone Toys – The Art of
Card Games. Our award winning games are also valued by the education, special education, and
innovation industries. Funnybone Toys – The Art of Card Games.
Disruptus™ - Disruptus draws inspiration from the very important practice of
‘disruptive thinking’. Disruptive thinking is one of the most powerful ways to
innovate. It has been used to create ideas and objects like digital music, camera
phones, and car sharing programs. Not only being used in corporations to help
employees and teams be more innovative, it’s also beloved by families and has won
the Party Game of the Year 2013 by Creative Child Magazine and a Laugh Out Loud
Award by Tillywig Toy Reviews.
Our Thoughts
This game really teaches teamwork. Everyone plays and you feed off of one another's
ideas. It allows for such creative thinking, like physics for your brain. I use this as a
homeschooling task with my daughters. This is fun but you also learn to really use
your brain and think outside the box. Aside from it being a "game" it, again, teaches
teamwork. Teamwork is essential in our day and age!
As for the rules and setup of the game, it's very easy. Best of all, replaceable if you lose any pieces! After a quick explanation
to both my daughters (8 and 5) they understood what to do. It is fun and "easy" and we can all play together and be captivated and creative! This is a perfect addition to anyone's board game collection!
Buy yours here and don't forget to check them out on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest!
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